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Digital competence

• The confident, critical and responsible use of and engagement with 
digital technologies for learning, work and participation in society –
Key competence for lifelong learning



Critical question for teachers

• “Is the use of digital technology of added value to my teaching and to 
my students’ learning experience?”



Active learner
• Find, select and manage information – safely and responsibly
• Content creation – safely and responsibly
• Communicate and collaborate – safely and responsibly
• Safety
• Problem solving - Reflect on learning – safely and responsibly
• Ongoing assessment

Reflective practitioner
• Constructivist 

pedagogical orientation 
– ‘assist discovery’

• Ongoing assessment

My role as a teacher?



Active learner
• Find, select and manage information ONLINE – safely and responsibly
• DIGITAL Content creation – safely and responsibly
• ONLINE Communication and collaboration – safely and responsibly
• ONLINE Safety
• Problem solving - Reflect on learning – COMPUTATIONAL THINKING
• Ongoing assessment

Reflective practitioner
• Constructivist 

pedagogical orientation 
– ‘assist discovery’

• Ongoing assessment

My role as a teacher?



Are schools in Europe ready to make the most 

of digital technologies for learning? 



Context

‘The quality of pedagogy is the single in-
school factor that has the greatest impact 
on students’ learning outcomes. Thus, the 
development of teachers’ digital 
competence is a critical component if 
investment in digital technologies is to be 
maximised, and if education systems are to 
keep pace with 21st century needs’

Introduction, page 21



• An online survey was carried out in 31 
countries (EU28, Iceland, Norway and 
Turkey), covering four different target 
groups at three different ISCED levels 
(ISCED level 1: primary schools: ISCED 
level 2: lower secondary schools; ISCED 
level 3: upper secondary schools). 

• In each school, interviews were 
conducted with head teachers, class 
teachers (one teacher at ISCED level 1, 
three teachers at ISCED levels 2 and 3), 
students (all students from one 
randomly selected class per level in each 
school, except ISCED level 1), and 
parents.



Key findings: 
2. Digital activities and confidence of teachers and students in their digital 
competence 

• Teachers are most confident in their own digital competence in the areas of safety, 
communication, collaboration as well as information and data literacy (meaning least confident 
in the areas of digital content creation and problem solving)

• Students seem to be most confident in the digital competence areas communication and 
collaboration and least confident in the digital competence areas related to problem solving 
and digital content creation

• Compared to teachers, students seem to be somewhat less confident in performing fairly basic 
tasks such as producing a text file. Students seem to be more confident than teachers regarding 
coding and programming apps, programs or robots

• In terms of digital content creation, teachers feel most confident with basic activities (e.g. 
producing texts) while they feel least confident in more complex tasks (e.g. coding)





Digital Strategy for Schools

Objective 1.6 of the Digital Strategy for Schools:

To provide opportunities for students to pursue in-depth 

ICT study in the Senior Cycle. This Senior Cycle subject to 

include elements of coding is set to be offered to Irish 

students from September 2018 as detailed in a 

subsequent Action Plan for Education.



Advances at EU level

DigComp 2.1 DigCompOrg DigCompEdu



DigCompEdu – aspects of educators’ 
professional activities
Educators’ professional competences

• Area 1: Professional engagement

Educators’ pedagogic competences

• Area 2: Digital resources

• Area 3: Teaching and learning

• Area 4: Assessment

• Area 5: Empowering learners

Learners’ competences

• Area 6: Facilitating Learners’ Digital Competence



Looking at our School 2016

Teaching and 
Learning domains

• Learner outcomes

• Learner experiences

• Teachers’ individual 
practice

• Teachers’ collaborative 
practice

Leadership and 
Management 
domains

• Leading learning and 
teaching

• Managing the 
organisation

• Leading school 
development

• Developing leadership 
capacity



Digital Learning Framework 2017

Teaching and 
Learning domains

• Learner outcomes

• Learner experiences

• Teachers’ individual 
practice

• Teachers’ collaborative 
practice

Leadership and 
Management 
domains

• Leading learning and 
teaching

• Managing the 
organisation

• Leading school 
development

• Developing leadership 
capacity



https://ec.europa.eu/education/schools-go-digital

Free online tool 

Any school can sign up 

31 languages



For citizens
(lifelong learners)

EU digital competence frameworks

For educators For educational 
organisations



DigComp 2.1 DigCompEdu DigCompOrg



Participatory 
design since 

the beginning 



Co-designed with 
students, teachers 
and school leaders



SELFIE in a 
nutshell



Collaborative approach: learning opportunity





A practical 
tool that brings

together
perspectives of 
school leaders, 

teachers 
AND students



360o approach 

Looking at six areas of 
school life and practice 



Sample 
questions

Leadership: In our school, we review our progress in teaching and 

learning with digital technologies

Infrastructure: In our school, technical support is available in case 

of problems with digital technologies 

Professional development: We support our teachers to share 

experiences within the school community about teaching with 

digital technologies

Teaching and Learning: Our teachers create digital resources to 

support their teaching

Assessment: Our teachers enable students to use digital technologies 

to document their learning 

Students' digital competence: In our school, students learn how to 

check that the information they find online is reliable and accurate



Sample questions – Teacher digital competence









Sample questions – Students’ digital competence











Setting up SELFIE: a video guide for 
school coordinators

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q9qm5F0hSXA&feature=youtu.be

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q9qm5F0hSXA&feature=youtu.be


The more the
participants, 

the better the
quality



Students did
SELFIE in 
classtime



SELFIE School Report

What’s working well, 
where improvement is 
needed and what the 

priorities should be 



SELFIE School
Report



Student voice

• In the all-important professional 
dialogue after completion of the 
SELFIE questions and analysis of 
the report, we kept asking “what 
did the pupils think?” – a 
collective acceptance that it was 
crucial to consider the student 
voice



School reflection process

• The school reflection process 
concentrated our minds on the 
use of technology in the context 
of teaching, learning and 
assessment rather than 
purchasing and infrastructural 
decisions



What did we decide to do?

1. Finding and selecting information – ethically and responsibly

2. Digital content creation for teachers and pupils

3. Following analysis of Standardised assessment scores in 
Mathematics (as well as SELFIE findings re coding/programming) –
to develop a continuum of development for Problem Solving and 
Computational Thinking  throughout the school



SELFIE School 
Report 

Only the school 
has access! 



Certificates and 
badges for taking 

part

‘Imagine, 
someone from 

Brussels sent this 
to me’



Maeve Galvin 
16 year old 

student  

SELFIE Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PeKq_tmWTz0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PeKq_tmWTz0


What's next for SELFIE

Goal: to reach 1 million self-reflections in 
2020

➢ Continue to improve the tool  

➢ New languages

➢ New version for work-based VET

➢ Raising awareness

➢ >15 Erasmus+ projects (1 for HEIs)



http://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/
repository/handle/JRC117482

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PeKq_tmWTz0

https://www.euronews.com/2018/11/05
/digital-technology-goes-back-to-school

Want to know more?

https://ec.europa.eu/education/schools-
go-digital/selfie_news_en

#SELFIE_EU

SELFIE news page SELFIE Forum report
SELFIE Forum video

Euronews report

http://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/handle/JRC117482
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PeKq_tmWTz0
https://www.euronews.com/2018/11/05/digital-technology-goes-back-to-school
https://ec.europa.eu/education/schools-go-digital/selfie_news_en


Stay in touch!

JRC-EAC-SELFIE-tool@ec.europa.eu #SELFIE_EU



Computational thinking











From paper to screen





Bebras Challenge for Schools



Why we did the Bebras Challenge

The Bebras challenge promotes problem solving skills 
and Informatics concepts including the ability to break 
down complex tasks into simpler components, 
algorithm design, pattern recognition, pattern 
generalisation and abstraction



Dates

The second week of November 
was declared as World-Wide 
BEBRAS week for solving tasks. 
Some countries extended it to two 
weeks.



We were 
challenged





Our code club – CS First

https://sites.google.com/attymassns.ie/eucodeweek/home
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